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Plan Overview

Light green indicates wildflower meadow

Dark green indicates mown areas for lawn and path

Seating area with fire pit screened from house

Groups of plants are placed to conceal view of fuel tank, 
fence and caravan parking from strategic points  
(in particular from entertainment areas and house)

Areas of evergreen groundcover form generous undulating 
shapes and tie together the shrub planting they surround

Groups of multistem birch trees provide light weight screening in 
mid-distance and contrast nicely with evergreen backdrop



Paving at rear of garage extended 
using pavers from existing patio

Step up as part of formal entry 
sequence bordered by low hedge and 
punctuated by topiary balls

Shade planting with ferns and Fatsia 
to dress up passage

Japanese style planting with acer, 
feature rocks and grasses border 
raised terrain around pond

Raised water feature

Planters bordering house soften 
expanse of hard surfaces with 
flowering perennials

Rill leading to ornamental pond

Deck section outside garden room to 
border pond

Sweep of bamboo gently encloses 
garden section around pond outside 
garden room and obscures view of 
fence as seen from garden room

Furniture type and layout for 
discussion

Evergreen backdrop to screen (laurel)

New paving returned around corner 
to hide utility paving from view

Climber at portico wall

Evergreen laurel and cotinus to conceal view of oil tank

Planting section in prominent view from all outdoor 
entertainment areas contain flowering perennials

Plan of Garden and Spaces adjoining House



View from Living Room Window

Topiary marks entrance to path 
leading to side gate 

Variation of paving in module size 
and texture adds interest and 
warmth to paving

This view illustrates the visibility 
and therefore importance of the 
feature wall inside the garden room 
and how it coordinates with the 
remaining finishes in both colouring 
and value



View towards House and Outbuildings from Pond



View towards House from Garden Room



View towards Garden from Outside of Garden Room



Ornamental Pond with Feature Rock and Stepping Stones towards Deck

Cedar deck to match cladding in order to 
maintain colour match after weathering



View of Kitchen and Bar from Lounge Area

Materials for Kitchen Island:
A sintered porcelain counter with integrated sink in the same material links the 
Kitchen to the charcoal coloured elements of the garden structures and pizza 
oven. By using a brick base and carcass in combination with white cladding for 
the face of the unit, the palette ties in with the materials of the main house to 
seamlessly unite old and the new. 



View of Pergola and Garden Building from Dining Area

Paving suggestion:
Grey pavers laid in regular offset pattern combined with cobbles or setts around 
the edges. The colouring links the warm cedar and brick tones and textures with the 
more contemporary grey tones found in the new structures. This results in a 
contemporary look that avoids feeling too stark- one that sits comfortably with 
the traditional elements of the property.



Kitchen Island with BBQ and Pizza Oven

Exposed brick carcass at rear of kitchen island makes for 
durable and forgiving surface that ties in with main building

Undermount sink fashioned from 
ultra-resistant neolith countertop 
material



View from Patio Doors towards Rear of Garden



Plan showing Locations for Marquee and Yurt

Main access to marquee

Attractive view outward from marquee on all sides in-
cludes prennial beds, pond and water feature. 
Setting provides additional outdoor space for seating or 
mingling while creating a sheltered setting in proximity 
to the house

Yurt can be placed in plain view or tucked behind shrubs



View of Marquee as Extension of Entertainment Area

Raised water feature is central to dining area and provides 
soothing water sound via three bubblers that can be heard 
throughout the entertainment area



Modular lounge seating. Clean look, 
soft foam, easy to reconfigure 

Teak dining table with matching chairs with black rope detail at seat back. Furniture Combination 1



Sofa, bench and table combination

Furniture Combination 2



Furniture Combination 3

Leightweight woven construction 
for lounge seating



Options for Wallpaper of Feature Wall in Garden Room- Geometric Designs



Options for Wallpaper of Feature Wall in Garden Room- Organic Designs (large scale murals)



Expression of Undulating Shapes in Planting

Mown path in meadow         Ground cover at periphery



Planting- Autumn



Planting 
Winter



Planting- Spring



Planting- Summer


